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Abstract 

Software reliability growth models (SRGMs) investigating software debugging process 

have recently been developed by some researchers to estimate software reliability 

measures. However, these SRGMs either did not involve resource expenditures spent on 

fault remove process or assumed that the rate of resources consumed is constant. In 

practice, software fault intensity may be not continuous for many conditions. Thus, in 

order to address the problem, this paper develops models incorporating the resource 

expenditures and change-point, which spent on software debugging process. A real 

software failure project is demonstrated the effectiveness of proposed models, and 

numerical results prove new models can provide better fit and prediction. 
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Notation 

 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Reliability is one of the key factors of software quality, which is defined as the 

probability of no software failure occurrence in a specified environment and time [1, 2]. 

So far, the study on software reliability has been focus on software reliability growth 

models (SRGMs) [1, 2]. In developing these models, assumptions pertaining to detecting 
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and removing are made [1, 2]. Some of these assumptions seem reasonable; however, 

others are questionable for realistic environment [3]. 

Recently, some researchers studied that a queuing model to express the software 

debugging processes [4, 5, 6]. For example, Huang et al. [5, 7] used queuing theory to 

investigate software debugging process. Kapur et al. [6] defined the level complexities of 

software faults applying queuing models, which considered software fault remove process 

rate is constant. However, software fault remove is a complex process. The influence 

factors have the quantity of software fault, the capability of the debuggers, the factor of 

resource expenditures, and the software operational environment and so on [2]. 

Furthermore, software resources are one of the important factors during software 

debugging process [1]. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the resource expenditures 

and software fault remove rate change when modeling software debugging process in 

realistic cases [8]. 

Based on the foregoing discussion, we present an approach of queue theory to model 

software debugging process. Namely, software fault detection process which corresponds 

to the arrival process of queuing model [5, 7, 9]. While, software fault remove process 

corresponds to the departure process of queuing model [5, 7, 9]. The detection effort and 

remove effort are defined as resource expenditures spent on the queuing model, 

respectively. The change-points of software fault remove are investigated. Thus, we will 

propose server queuing models with detection effort, correction effort and change-point in 

the paper. The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives detection effort 

function and correction effort function. Moreover, change-points are also presented in this 

section. In Section 3, we present infinite sever queuing models considering detection 

effort function, correction effort function and change-points. Numerical example and 

simulation results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is conclusions.  

 

2. Debugging resource and change-point 
 
2.1. Detection effort function and correction effort function 

The distribution of resources consumed in the software debugging process is defined as 

a consumption curve of software testing effort [10]. Furthermore, experience has studied 

that fault detection and fault remove are usually performed by different curve in the 

software debugging phase of a project [1]. In this case, software failure identification and 

modifiers are comprehended as separate resources [1]. Thus, detection effort and 

correction effort are defined as the testing effort consumption spent on software 

debugging process, respectively. Namely, testing effort is composed of detection effort 

and correction effort. Note that testing effort expenditures are depicted by distribution 

curves in the real data. Similarly, we also describe both detection effort function and 

correction effort function by using distribution curves. Let  and  be the current 

detection effort consumption and correction effort consumption at time , respectively. 

According to detection effort is a part of testing effort, we assume 

  (1) 

From the relation of  and , we obtain 

  (2) 

     Let us consider the simplest case. Assuming that  and substituting it into 

Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we have 

  (3) 

  (4) 
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The  can be estimated by the lease squares estimate and is determined for the actual 

software failure data set. 

 

2.2. Change-point 

Most software reliability models considered the rate of software fault remove is a 

constant. However, in facts, the rate of software fault remove is affected by the difficulty 

of faults, the ability of the programmers, resource allocation, environments and tools of 

software remove, etc. Once these factors are changed, the rate of software fault remove 

may be neither smooth nor constants, and it may change at some moments called change-

points. 

Recently, some researchers have focus on the problem of change-points in the 

modeling of software reliability. For example, Chang [11] considered that the rate of fault 

detection is change in the non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) model. Shyur [12] 

incorporated both change-point and imperfect debugging problem into the NHPP model. 

Zhao Jing [13] presented change-point and environmental function in software failure 

process. 

 

3. Model formulation 

Let  be counting processes of software fault detected. There are 

assumptions in model proposed [5, 7, 9]: 

1. In , the mean number of faults detected by the current detection effort 

expenditures is proportional to the mean number of remaining faults 

2. Faults are mutually independent in software  

3. Software fault remove process is considered, and the number of faults removed lags 

behind total number of faults detected 

4. Software debugging process can be defined as an infinite queuing model with the 

NHPP arrival and general service time distribution 

5. The detection effort function and correction effort function are presented by 

generalized modified Weibull curves 

6. It is not introduce a new fault when removing faults 

Based on assumptions, we can get the following differential equation [8, 10] 

  (5) 

Solving Eq. (5) under boundary condition  yields 

  (6) 

     Let  be counting processes of software fault removed,  be the 

number of fully removed in time . If there was one change-point in fault remove 

process, we define 

  (7) 

   In time , We can get  
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  (8) 

    In time , software fault detected at time  is given by 

  (9) 

    Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) yields 

  (10) 

When the fault was detected in time ,  can be written 

  (11) 

Next,  consist of two parts: fault detected in time  was removed in time 

; fault detected in time  was removed in time . 

    In time , remain software fault removed is 

  (12) 

    In time , we have  

  (13) 

    In time , a software fault detected at time  can be written 

  (14) 

    Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) yields 

  (15) 

     If a fault was detected in time , we can obtain 

  (16) 

From Eq. (12) and Eq. (16), we have 

  (17) 

From Eq. (7), Eq. (11) and Eq.  (17), we can get 
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 (18) 

Specially,  Eq. (18) can be written  

  (19) 

Meanwhile, if there were two change-points in fault remove process, we can obtain 

  (20) 

where , . 

Here, we consider that the number of allocated debuggers is infinite resource and first 

come, first served. In addition, human queue service time can be modeled as a 

birth‐ death process where a birth is a detected fault and a death is a removed fault [9]. 

Thus, we assume [5, 7, 9].  is given by 

, where  is a constant rate of fault 

remove. Substituting into Eq. (18) and Eq. (20) yields 

  (21) 

  (22) 

 

4. Numerical example and simulation results 

 

4.1.Data description 

We used a real software project to illustrate proposed models [1]. Table 1 gives the 

complete data set.  
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    We use the Laplace test to analyze the trend tests of reliability growth [2]. The Laplace 

factor can be written as [2] 

  (23) 

    In commonly, C chart is used to monitor the software process. Control limits are 

estimated in C chart, and the parameters of C chart are defined as Eq. (24), Eq. (25) and 

Eq. (26). 

  (24) 

     (25) 

  (26) 

We used the Laplace factor and C chart to calculate the change-point. Figure 1 shows 

the Laplace trend results. The C chart results are shown in Figure 2. 
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     Figure 1. Laplace trend analysis                                             Figure 2. C chart 

From Figure 1, we can see the Laplace factors are almost always negative value, which 

denotes a growth in reliability. As seen from Figure 2, we observe that two points falls 

outside the Upper Control Line (UCL) or Upper Control Line (LCL), this may be two 

change-points. However, researchers suggest that the numbers of change-points are not 

too many. Thus, this paper chooses one change-point. 

 

4.2 Comparison criteria 

The sum of squares for error (SSE) and the R-square are used to measure the 

differences between predicted values and actual observations, which are written as 

follows [1, 14, 15]: 

                                                                                         (27) 

  (28) 

 

4.3 Performance analysis 

First, the formulations of some models are shown in Table 2. Second, we use the least 

square estimation to estimate the unknown parameters of the queuing models in the paper, 

which are listed in Table 3 when used to System T1 data set mentioned above. Table 4 

lists the result of SSE and R-square computed by using the estimated parameters listed in 

Table 3. From Table 4, the queuing model with detection effort function, correction effort 

function and change-point provides the lowest value of SSEd and SSEc, the highest value 

of R-squared and R-squarec, and better goodness-of-fit when compared with other 

software reliability growth models. Therefore, the queuing models are suitable for 

depiction the software reliability and the fitted distribution curves are highly significant 

for this data set. 
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5. Conclusions  

This paper has incorporated the works of detection effort function, correction effort 

function and change-point into software debugging process, respectively. From a 

somewhat different perspective other than the traditional approaches, the infinite queuing 

model is used to define software debugging process. Compared with the existing other 

models, the new queuing models can give a better result of goodness-of-fit for this 

software failure data set. 
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